The inseparability graph of an oriented matroid is an invariant of its class of orientations. When an orientable matroid has exactly one class of orientations the inseparability graph of all its orientations is in fact determined by its non-oriented underlying matroid. From this point of view it is natural to ask if inseparability graphs can be used to characterize matroids which have exactly one class of orientations.
Introduction
In their fundamental paper [2] , Bland and Las Vergnas introduced, together with the notion of oriented matroid, the concept of the inseparability graph of an oriented matroid as an invariant of its class of orientations.
Cordovil and Duchet [4] started a detailed study of invariants for the class of orientations of a matroid, in particular, they obtained several properties for inseparability graphs of uniform matroids. Roudneff [11] studied the inseparability graphs of two big classes of oriented matroids: uniform and (co)graphic matroids. In particular, he obtained a complete characterization of the inseparability graphs of uniform oriented matroids. In a previous paper Roudneff [10] had proved that the class of orientations of an oriented matroid M can be recovered from the list of inseparability graphs of every restriction of M.
In this paper we consider the following natural question: Can matroids which have exactly one class of orientations be characterized in terms of their inseparability graphs? Note that in this case, the inseparability graph is in fact determined by the (non-oriented) underlying matroid.
We will give an affirmative answer to this question for the particular case of seriesparallel networks.
In Theorem 1 we prove that a connected oriented matroid is an oriented seriesparallel network if and only if its inseparability graph is a complete graph. As a corollary we get the following theorem of Duffin [6] : Let F 
be a block, assign a direction to every edge of F. Then F is a series parallel network if and only if whenever a circuit C of F meets a pair of edges, x and y, that are oppositely directed relatively to C, then x and y are oppositely directed relative to every circuit containing both of them.
Theorem 1 says, in particular, that given the inseparability graph of a connected oriented matroid M we can decide whether or not M is an (oriented) series-parallel network.
We then introduce the notion of labelled inseparability graph of an oriented matroid, which distinguishes between the pairs of inseparable points of the oriented matroid, those that are covariant from those that are contravariant. Theorem 2 characterizes the labelled inseparability graphs of oriented series-parallel networks and shows that an oriented (matroid) series-parallel network is completely determined by its labelled inseparability graph.
Some conjectures related with the generalization of the results obtained are stated in a final section.
The results
We assume the reader is familiar with Matroid Theory, good references are [13, 9, 14, 15] . We also assume the reader has some basic knowledge of Oriented Matroid Theory, a good reference is [1] . We recall some necessary notions.
Suppose M --M(E) is a matroid over a set E. Denote by Me the matroid M together with a choice of one of its elements e E E, and, by Cef the 2-circuit {e,f}, i.e. the matroid on the 2-element set {e,f} whose unique circuit is precisely {e,f}.
The Parallel Extension of Me by f, f (~ E, is the matroid P(Me, Cef ), whose ground set is EU {f} and whose family of circuits, ~e is defined from the family cg of circuits of M by ~p = {C: C E ~}U{(C\{e})U{f}: C C ~ and e C C}U{e,f}. It must be recalled that series parallel networks are the cycle matroids of seriesparallel networks graphs, which are the graphs representing a certain type of electrical networks, see [8] . As a consequence, oriented series-parallel networks are the oriented cycle matroids of directed series-parallel networks graphs.
We recall the following characterization of series-parallel networks that will be used later, Theorem (Dirac [5] ; Duffin [6] ; Brylawski [3] 
of IG(M). Of course, sg(xy) = sg(yx).
We will say that the (labelled) inseparability graph of an oriented matroid is empty and write IG(M) = ~ (or LIG(M) = 0) if it has no edges.
K(E) will denote the complete graph with set of vertices E.
The following facts about inseparability graphs are immediate from the definitions of inseparability and labelled inseparability graphs and of oriented matroid: (
IG(M) = IG(M* ) LIG(M * ) = (IO(M*), sgM* ) = (IG(M), -sgM ) i.e. LIG(M * ) is obtained from LIG(MI

i) The inseparability graph IG(M) of M is the complete graph, K(E).
(ii) M is an oriented series-parallel network.
(iii) M is a series-parallel network.
Note that Duffin's Theorem mentioned in the introduction implies that the inseparability graph of a directed series-parallel network is a complete graph. What cannot be obtained from Duffin's theorem is the conclusion that (i) implies (ii) or (iii).
Our second theorem characterizes those signed graphs which are the labelled inseparability graph of some oriented series-parallel matroid. It also shows that any oriented series-parallel matroid M is completely determined from its labelled inseparability graph LIG(M).
Theorem 2. Let (K(E),sg) be a signed complete graph on the set E, [E[ ~>2.
Then the following three conditons are equivalent:
.. fn) of the elements of E satisfying the following condition (SP):
(SP) Vi = 1 ....
. n-2, setting Eo = E and for i > 0 Ei = Ei-I\{J~}, there is an element ei E Ei such that sg(xei) x sg(xfi) = constant, Vx E Ei\ {ei, fi}.
(
ii) There is an oriented series-parallel network M = M(E) whose labelled inseparability graph is precisely LIG(M) = (K(E), sg). (iii) There is a unique oriented matroid series-parallel network M = M(E) whose labelled inseparability graph is precisely LIG(M) = (K(E),sg).
The proofs of both Theorems 1 and 2 are quite simple but require some preliminary results, most of them immediate consequences of the definitions, that we list below.
Lemma3. Let M be an oriented matroid over a set E and e E E. Set M += Po(Me, C~ ) and Mp = Po(Me, C~ ). Let IG(M), IG(M +) and lG(Mp ) be the inseparability graphs, respectively, of M, M + and mp, and LIG(M), LIG(M+ ), LIG(Mp ) the labelled inseparability graphs, respectively, of M, M~ and Mp. Then: (i) IG(M~) = 1G(MT) is the graph obtained from IG(M) adding, a new vertex f, the edge {e,f} and all edges {f,x}, with x E E\{e} such that {e,x} is an edge of IG(M).
( (
ii) LIG(M +) is obtained from LIG(M) labelling the new edge {e,f} with -, and each new edge of the form {f,x}, x ~ e, according to the following rule: If {e,x} has label + in LIG(M) then {f,x} is labelled -in LIG(M+). If {e,x} has label -in LIG(M) then {f,x} is labelled + in LIG(M+).
iii) LIG(Ms ) is obtained from LIG(M) labelling the new edge {e,f} with +, and each new edge of the form {f,x}, x ~ e, with the same label as the corresponding edge {e,x} of LIG(M).
Lemma 5. Suppose that M is a connected oriented matroid on a set E. Then, for every A C_ E the following propositions are satisfied: (i) If M\A is connected then 1G(M\A) contains as a subgraph the subgraph of IG(M) induced by E\A.
ii) If M/A is connected then IG(M/A) contains as a subgraph the subgraph of 1G(M) induced by E\A.
Proof. Let M be a connected oriented matroid.
To prove (i), suppose A C_ E is a subset of E such that M\A is a connected. By definition of M\A, the signed circuits of this oriented matroid are the signed circuits of M contained in E\A, hence every inseparable pair of M which is contained in a circuit of M\A is an inseparable pair of M\A. Since M\A is connected, every pair of elements of E\A is contained in a circuit of M\A implying that, in fact, every pair of elements of E\A which is inseparable in M is an inseparable pair of elements of M\A and the result follows.
To prove (ii), suppose A C E is a subset of E such that M/A is a connected. Then the oriented dual matroid of M/A which is M* \A is connected, too. Since 
IG(M) = IG(M*), the result follows from (i). [] Applying Lemma 5 to the case 1G(M) = K(E)
we obtain the next corollary. ( Fig. 1 .
Corollary 6. Suppose M is a connected oriented matroid on a set E, such that IG(M) = K(E). Then, for every A C_ E the following propositions are verified: (i) If M\A is connected then 1G(M\A) = K(E\A). (ii) If M/A is connected then IG(M/A) : K(E\A).
ii) The inseparability graphs 1G( L4 ) and IG(K4 ) of, respectively, M (L4 ) and M ( K4 ) are represented in
Proof. The proof that M(L4) has exactly one class of orientations is a consequence of the easily checkable fact that every oriented matroid of rank 2 has exactly one class of orientations, the class of orientations determined by the affine dependences over of a set of collinear points.
The proof that M(K4) has a unique class of orientations is a consequence of the fact that the underlying matroid is graphic and therefore regular (or unimodular) the result then follows from a theorem of Bland and Las Vergnas [2] which says that every regular matroid has exactly one class of orientations.
Once (i) is proved, to prove (ii) take any orientation of M(L4) and of M(K4) and build, using the definition, their inseparability graphs. This is left to the reader. []
Proof of Theorem 1. First we prove that (i) implies (iii), by induction on the number of elements of E.
The proof is immediate when [E[ ~<3.
Assume the implication has been verified for IEI < n and suppose that there is an oriented matroid M over a set E, with [E[ = n whose inseparability graph IG(M) = K(E) but whose underlying matroid M__ is not a series-parallel network.
By hypothesis M__ is connected and since it is not a series-parallel network, by DiracDuffin-Brylawski Theorem, M must contain either M(L4) or M(K4) as minors. These matroids are connected and their inseparability graph is not the complete graph, as was proven in Lemma 7, contradicting Corollary 6.
The proof that (iii) implies (ii) is an immediate consequence of the definition of oriented and non-oriented series-parallel network.
The proof that (ii) implies (i) can easily be shown by induction on the number of elements of E, using Lemma 3 and Corollary 4. []
IG(La)
IG(Ka) Fig. 1 .
In order to prove Theorem 2 and more precisely, the equivalence between (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2 we will need the following result:
Lemma 8. Let M = M(E) be an oriented series parallel network with labelled inseparability 9raph LIG(M) = (K(E), s#) ). (i) If there is a pair of distinct elements e,f E E such that sg(ef) = + and Vx E E\ {e,f} sg(xe)=-sg(xf), then M\f is an oriented series-parallel network and M = Po((M\f)e, C~ ).
ii) If there is a pair of distinct elements e,f E E such that sg(ef) = -and Vx E E\ {e, f} sg(xe)= sg(xf ), then M\f is an oriented series-parallel network and M = Po((M\f)e,C~-). (iii) If there is a pair of distinct elements e, f E E such that sg(ef) = -and Vx E E \ {e, f} sg(xe) = -sg(xf), then M/f is an oriented series-parallel network and M = So((M\U)e, Ce+f ). (iv) If there is a pair of distinct elements e, f E E such that sg(ef) = + and Vx E E\ {e,f } sg(xe) = sg(xf), then m\f is an oriented series-parallel network and M = So((M\f)e, C~f).
Proof. We prove (i): by the hypothesis we have sg(ef) = + implying that some signed circuit C of M must contain e and f with the same sign. Now, if C contains a third element x ~ e, f, since the inseparability graph of M is K(E), {x,e} and {x, f} must be inseparable pairs of M and sg(xe) --sg(xf). But this contradicts the assumption that Vx E E\{e,f}, sg(xe) = -sg(xf). Thus, the signed circuits of M containing e and f must be the 2-element circuits e+f + and e-f-, implying that M = P+((M\f)e, Ce+f) and also that the inseparability graph of M must be obtained from the inseparability graph of M\f according to Lemma 3. By the hypothesis the inseparability graph of M is the complete graph on E therefore, the inseparability graph of M\f must also be the complete graph on E\f and by Theorem 1 we conclude that M\f is an oriented series-parallel network.
Note that (ii) is equivalent to saying that _fM satisfies (i), (iii) is equivalent to saying that M* satisfies (i) and finally (iv) is equivalent to saying that _fM* satisfies (j-1) )e~,j~, C~j f,, ) (j-1) )e,,jl, C~j,f,:,).
It is clear from Lemma 3 and Corollary 4 that the oriented series-parallel network M = M(Ei(n-2))= M(E)
is an oriented series-parallel network whose labelled inseparability graph is precisely the signed complete graph (K(E),sg). As an immediate consequence of the results obtained we can give the following algorithm to decide whether or not a given signed complete graph is the labelled inseparability graph of a (unique) oriented series-parallel network and, if this is the case, to reconstruct the oriented series-parallel network.
Algorithm 9.
Input: a labelled complete graph (K(E),sg), IEI = n 
Final remarks
We proved that if the inseparability graph of a connected oriented matroid M is given, then we can decide whether M is or is not an oriented series-parallel network. If instead it is the labelled inseparability graph of M that is given then we can not only decide if M is a series-parallel network but we can also, in the affirmative case, determine M.
These results were obtained because series-parallel networks have the following three properties: (1) they are orientable matroids with exactly one class of orientations (2) they form a class of matroids hereditary for minors and duality and (3) there is a constructive way to define this class of matroids. From this point of view and considering Roudneff's results on inseparability graphs of graphic matroids [11] , it is natural to conjecture that the results obtained may be generalized for unimodular matroids, which are matroids with exactly one class of orientations, see Bland and Las Vergnas [2] , hereditary for minors and duals, and for which there is a constructive characterization, see Seymour [12] . Some special attention is required with R10 whose inseparability graph is empty [7] . If one or both of these conjectures are true, we would then like to characterize those unimodular oriented matroids whose inseparability graph is not empty and the corresponding inseparability graphs.
